Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Bedding**

**$49.99** Brookstone Biosense Cool Air Pillow

The cool air pillow is perfect for those who want the added support of memory foam but enjoy the soft feel of a traditional pillow, shaped to support all sleepers and perfectly supports the contours of your head, neck and shoulders, it even resets itself as you change your position throughout the night, all that support is then wrapped up in a plush, lofty outer cover, closely spaced airflow channels create our coolest memory foam ever plus, the mesh gusset has ventilated side panels allowing the pillow to refresh automatically by helping to prevent warm air from getting trapped within the pillow, you’ll stay cool and comfortable throughout the night.

- Ventilated design and mesh gusset help you stay cool all night
- Removable cover that is machine washable
- Size: 15.5"X23.25"X5.25"

Model/Product # 908770  
*UPC - 883594052316*

**$89.99** Brookstone Memory Foam Wedge Pillow

Brookstone 3-in-1 wedge pillow with body forming memory foam is covered with ultra-plush napsoft material for added comfort and softness, our TV pillow for bed stores easily under the bed or in a closet, multi use support pillow made with high density breathable foam in the core for enhanced support, surrounding layer of memory foam conforms to the natural contours of your body.

- Provides pressure relieving support you can use sitting up, lying down while gently elevating your head or under your legs,
- Designed to fit any bed and support all body shapes and sizes

Model/Product # 633859  
*UPC - 883594023477*
$29.99 Brookstone Nap Throw 50” X 70”

This is no ordinary throw blanket, the nap throw is made of the softest fabric you'll ever feel, the silky smooth trim and sumptuous fabric will soothe and relax away the day's cares. Cozy, warm and irresistibly soft, it's a comfy and stylish addition to any sofa, guestroom or both! Trust us; you've never felt a fabric quite like this, features all around satin trim that feels silky next to the skin.

- Our throw is generously sized and perfect for napping or cuddling on the couch
- Just the right weight for all year round use
- Machine washable

Model/Product # 897538 – Camel
UPC - 883594046919
Model/Product # 897540 – Grey
UPC - 883594046933

$64.99 Brookstone Nap Braided Throw 50” X 70” - Tan

Brookstone nap braided throw features a textured faux braided hand stitched fabric on one side and soft smooth nap fabric on the other, luxurious fabric is irresistible to the touch.

- Perfect for napping or snuggling up on the couch
- Hand wash or dry clean

Model/Product # 987200
UPC - 883594053399

$44.99 Brookstone Nap Ruffled Throw 50” X 70” - Grey

Brookstone nap ruffled throw features a plush ruffled fabric on one side and soft smooth nap fabric on the other, luxurious fabric is irresistible to the touch.

- Perfect for napping or snuggling up on the couch
- Hand wash or dry clean only

Model/Product # 942929
UPC - 883594049804
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

Bedding

**$46.99** Contour Flip 10-N-1 Pillow Retail

It’s not just a pillow; it’s every pillow you’ll ever need! The flip 10-in-1 pillow’s versatile design can be used as a bed wedge to support your upper torso for reading and watching TV, comfortably read or sleep on your stomach with your elbows propped and your head nestled, position yourself for comfort with just the flip of a pillow.

- Flip it to a lower incline to aid digestion and breathing during the night
- Comfortably elevates knees to soothe your aching back
- Raises legs to help swollen feet
- Flip it to sleep in a more traditional position on your side or back
- Size: 19”x20”x18”

Model/Product # 30-601R
UPC - 737709003277

**$34.99** Contour “L” Body Pillow

The L-pillow’s unique shape perfectly maintains the optimum side sleeping position; wrap your arms around one side of the pillow while resting your head comfortably on the other to keep your neck, shoulders and upper-body naturally aligned.

- All night comfort and support
- Position one section behind your back to maintain side sleeping posture and reduce snoring
- Size: 15”X13”X6”

Model/Product # 30-801R
UPC - 737709004113

**$17.99** Contour “L” Body Pillow Case Cover

Keep your L-Pillow clean with this soft and durable microfiber pillow case designed to fit the Contour L-Shaped Pillow

Model/Product # 1-636-100R
UPC - 737709004410
**Contour Back Max**

Relieves low back pressure, reduce swelling and improve blood flow with this 3-piece multi-functional wedge system featuring the zero gravity position, which places your body at a 120-degree angle, the most relaxed position for your heart, body and nervous system,

- The back wedge aids with conditions such as acid reflux, indigestion and nasal congestion,
- The knee wedge relieves low back pressure
- Leg elevation reduces swelling and improves blood flow
- Size: 70"x20"x14.5"

Model/Product # 30-101R  
**UPC - 737709001228**

**Contour Cloud Pad**

Three layers of comfort and superior body support make the difference, the yellow insert adds lumbar support for your waist, lower back and hips to support your spine in its natural position, the blue base gives overall cushioning and ensures that the mattress will not bottom out beneath the weight of your body.

- This pad features a top layer of plush memory foam that molds to fit your body’s every curve
- Helps to relieve stress and pressure

Model/Product # 20-301R – Queen $184.99  
**UPC - 737709000351**

Model/Product # 20-401R – King $199.99  
**UPC - 737709000368**
Contour Memory Leg

**$24.99**

Align hips, legs and spine for all night support and comfort and relieve low back pain at night! The patented shape is made of solid medical grade urethane foam that fits the shape of your legs, restoring proper lower body alignment.

- This small pillow will make a big difference in how your lower back, hips & knees feel
- It's the easy and affordable way to reduce pressure and provide comfort for your lower body at night
- Size: 70”x20”x14.5”

Model/Product # 29-101R

UPC - 737709000405

---

Contour CPAP Max Pillow 2.0

**$69.99**

The CPAPMax Pillow® 2.0 is the ultimate adjustable CPAP pillow that will make CPAP easier for you. Easier breathing and body positioning with the ergonomically designed concave center and crescent cutout for your shoulders. The side cutouts allow the mask to rest securely while in use minimizing interference on your face. Choose your comfort with 2 adjustable sides and 4 different heights. Keep cool and dry with the 3D air mesh side or turn it over and enjoy the plush, hypoallergenic pillowtop. Add or remove foam layers to adjust to desired height level.

- Works with all PAP therapy masks and brands.
- Excellent for side and back sleepers.
- Soft, breathable cover with an attached hose tether that supports weight of the hose.
- Recommended by Sleep Professionals and Respiratory Therapists nationwide.
- Product dimensions: 20” x 13” x 6”

Model/Product # #15-551R

UPC - 737709004861

---

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Bedding

**Contour CPAP Mask Spray**

$12.99

This spray can be used to help remove grime, while disinfecting the entire plastic area, simply disassemble, wipe down, and store in a safe place for its next use.

Model/Product # 14-975R  
UPC - 737709003000

**Contour CPAP Mask Wipes**

$9.99

These wipes can be used one at a time and help remove grime, while disinfecting the entire plastic area, simply disassemble, wipe down, and store in a safe place for its next use.

Model/Product # 14-951R  
UPC - 737709004571

**Contour Freedom Back**

$46.99

This full-length back support features 10 zones for proper alignment and superior comfort in any chair or car seat, wrap around sides “hug” your body for extra comfort and stability while the anatomic shape provides form fitting lumbar support, it’s ideal for travel too, the freedom back comes with a machine washable, form-fitting cover with positioning strap.

- Helps relieve stiffness and pain around the low back, legs and tailbone area
- Keeps pressure off of your tender spinal column
- Comes with a machine washable, form-fitting cover with positioning strap
- Size: 20.5”X16.5”X3.625”

Model/Product # 30-003R  
UPC - 737709000504

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$34.99 Contour Freedom Seat

The Freedom Seat’s wedge shape restores your lumbar curve and comforts spinal discs while its coccyx relief cutout minimizes pressure build-up in the tailbone area, shallow surface dimples combine with a breathable cover to enhance softness and allow better air ventilation, its anatomic shape and contoured surface comfortably fit you anywhere you go, it’s great for home use, wheelchairs, in the car or on the plane.

- The cushion’s unique cradling edge design positions your hips for better posture
- Cushion is made of highly resilient material to distribute your body’s weight more evenly, minimizing pressure points
- Size: 17.5”X14”X2.75”

Model/Product # 30-002R  
UPC - 737709002669

$34.99 Contour Kabooti

KABOOTI® 3-in1 seating comfort solution family makes the ordinary donut obsolete! The feature rich design offers a solution to many common ailments associated with seating discomfort from coccyx/tailbone injury and lower back pain to pressure during prolonged sitting

- Available in large to accommodate a plus size customer
- The Kabooti ice version offers a removable gel pack for cooling therapeutic relief
- All versions include a stylish cover for discreet use anywhere
- Cover is washable and available in Blue or Gray.
- Size: 17.3”X14”X3

Model/Product # 30-751RB – Blue  
UPC - 737709003611

Model/Product # 30-751GRY – Grey  
UPC - 737709003628
$46.99 Contour Kabooti XL 20”

Our Kabooti XL accommodates a plus size customer, Kabooti® 3-in1 seating comfort solution family makes the ordinary donut obsolete! The feature rich design offers a solution to many common ailments associated with seating discomfort from coccyx/tailbone injury and lower back pain to pressure during prolonged sitting.

• Size: 20.25”X13.75”X3”

Model/Product # 30-740RB
UPC - 737709004472

$209.99 - $234.99 Contour Mattress Genie

The Mattress Genie® is an adjustable alternative to foam bed wedges, with just the touch of a button on the hand held remote control you can raise the head of your bed up to 26” high, when not in use simply press “flat” and the air bladder will disappear from view eliminating the issue of storage for a bulky foam bed wedge, it’s also a great recovery aid for those who have experienced upper body surgery or injury, its durable construction will last for years.

• An affordable alternative to hospital beds
• Elevation for a variety of conditions such as acid reflux, sinus congesting and snoring, nursing moms love the mattress genie
• Queen Size: 54”X 22”
• King Size: 69”X22”

Model/Product #57-301R – Queen $209.99
UPC - 737709004397

57-401R – King $234.99
UPC - 737709004403
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Contour Cloud Pillow**

Cradle your neck in memory foam comfort while supporting it the way nature intended with our exclusive contour shape, the crescent cutout design cradles your shoulder area instead of bumping into it, our triple layer design features memory foam that molds to the shape of your head, neck, even your ear for luxurious comfort, the yellow wedge provides support for the neck and the blue base keeps the pillow from bottoming out.

- Size: 19.5”x13.5”x4”

Model/Product # 13-100R
UPC - 737709000245

**Contour Mini Max Grey**

The minimax multi wedge is made up of two separate pieces: the combination back/leg support and seat cushion, the pieces can be used individually or together in many ways to support your body while relaxing, watching TV, playing video games or reading.

- Size: 20”x18”x14”x17”x2”

Model/Product # 30-950RGY
UPC - 737709004205

**Contour Cool Air Edition**

Contour cloud cool air edition pillow is uniquely designed with a 3-layer ventilation system, the pillow's core is 100% ventilated memory foam to prevent the pillow from retaining heat next, the air mesh layer is 99% air for cloudlike sleeping comfort, the soft mesh layer prevents heat and humidity build up, a soft, breathable pillow cover is custom fit for all night comfort, all three layers work in unison to provide air circulation all night long keeping you cool and dry.

- Size: 20”x13”x5”

Model/Product # 18-500R
UPC - 737709004854
**Contour Folding Wedge 10” and 12”**

This full-size torso wedge folds in half for compact storage when not in use, open it to sleep comfortably elevated, our soft velour cover is more comfortable than woven fabrics typically found on foam wedge products plus it unzips for easy removal, now you can enjoy the benefits of head elevation when needed and conveniently fold n’ store the wedge when it’s not in use.

- Gradual incline supports the head and chest in an upright angled position,
- Head elevation helps aid digestion, eases breathing, sinus pressure soothes muscle tension while supporting the spine
- 10” Size: 2”x16.25”x4”
- 12” Size: 24”x24”x12”

Model/Product # 30-92410R – 10”
UPC - 737709003598

Model/Product # 30-92412R – 12”
UPC - 737709003604

---

**Contour Ortho Pillow 2.0**

A beautifully designed, gusseted pillow for side and back sleepers. Contour’s Signature Pillow, the OrthoFiber 2.0, features a luxuriously soft microfiber fabric with detailed, elegant piping along the edges. To ease the neck and shoulders are two built-in lobes of varying heights for you to choose your comfort level. Designed to help align your spine and support your neck in its natural position. Allow your head to naturally fall back and rest in the Sweet Zone for an oasis of deluxe support and comfort as you sleep comfortably all night long!

- Built-in Rolled Comfort Edges
- Hypoallergenic alternative to down filling. 100% Fluffy Polyester Fiber Clusters
- Size: 26” x 17” x 3-1/2 “ and fits in a standard size pillow case.

Model/Product # 07-100R
UPC - 737709004915

---

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.